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Consumerism for all

Jillian Clemente
Voices intern

Senior, Wilson

C
an people really get an outfi t for under 
$20 in a thrift shop?

Fellow intern Alex Potcovaru and I 
took on this challenge by walking into 

the Goodwill in Robesonia on Oct. 27 with literally 
$20 each in our pockets.

We originally wanted it to be a competition to 
see who could assemble the best, cheapest outfi t 
the fastest, but we lost some of the competitive 
fervor after Alex had to save me from getting run 
over by a car in the parking lot.

Walking into the store, I was immediately 
overwhelmed. There were racks upon racks of 
color-sorted clothing along with shelves stuff ed 
with CDs, VCRs, albums and other random, nifty 
knick-knacks.

Since I’m an awful shopper, Alex tried to help 
me look for a shirt in the beginning. Seeing that 
we don’t know each other’s styles, he perused 
the male section of Goodwill, looking for his own 
under-$20 ensemble.

I became lost in the rainbow-arranged women’s 
clothing — some shirts weren’t my style, others 
not my size. I dug through many pieces of unique 
clothing, including all types of sweaters, from 
cheesy ones to the weird old ones that should be 
burned rather than worn again. I had no set goal on 
what type of outfi t I wanted to fi nd, I just wanted 
something that fi t.

After fi nding several shirts to try on in around 
half an hour, Alex and I regrouped. He fi t perfectly 
into a nice button-down shirt and gray suit 
and I found ill-fi tting pieces of fabric 
disguised as shirts.

Since we found no shoes to 
match Alex’s suit, he helped 
me look for shoes to 
match my not-yet-
assembeled 
outfi t. 

This fi rst attempt failed since I had nothing to 
match the shoes with, plus, I hate shoe shopping 
even more than clothes shopping since I’m 
very particular about the fi t of what I wear 
on my body.

Alex and I then went back to perus-
ing the clothing racks. As I flipped 
through them, I discussed our jour-
nalistic challenge with a random 
teen couple that was there just 
for fun.

After many failed attempts of 
suggestions, Alex gave up on me 
and started looking through some 
albums, when I randomly pulled out 
a dress. I wasn’t too optimistic about 
it on the trip to the dressing room, see-
ing how my previous attempts had gone, 
but this dress and the fi rst pair of shoes I 
tried on fi t perfectly! I didn’t quite feel like 
Cinderella, but it’s always nice when clothes 
actually fi t.

To complete the outfi t, I considered look-
ing for earrings and a necklace. But I decided 
I preferred my own jewelry. Overall, this 
adventure took an hour and a half. My total 
was $9.97, which beat Alex’s suit-and-shirt 
expenditure of $13.50. He ended up get-
ting some albums and other things, but 
his total was still under $20.

And when I wore my outfi t, no one could tell 
(or, no one asked) that my outfi t is secondhand. 
The shoes ended up giving me blisters but I did 

receive a compliment that I looked “im-
portant and professional” while wearing 

the outfi t.
Alex made a good point while thrift-

ing, saying that the Robesonia store 
is just one of three Goodwills in 

Berks County. Other stores have 
a plethora of different items 

available and shoppers never 
know what they’ll find. It’s 
totally random, which may 
or may not be the best way 

to shop. And while there was 
no “real” winner to our competition, 

I still ended up paying less for a complete 
outfi t ( just saying!).

Spiff y secondhand ensemble 
takes a bit of time to unearth
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Alex Potcovaru
Voices intern

Senior, Conrad Weiser

W
hat do the following things have in 
common: Gator shoes, a velour jump-
suit, house slippers, a leopard fur and 
zebra jammies?

Fellow Voices intern Jillian Clemente bought all 
of them at a local Goodwill store and wore them to 

school. All at the same time.
OK, she didn’t really. But try to picture 

that for a second.
The real answer is that they are all 
items “bought” by rapper Macklem-

ore in his hit song from the sum-
mer of 2012, “Thrift Shop,” 

which proclaims the pur-
chase of all sorts of random 
articles of clothing made 
stylish by the rapper.

But it’s just a song, 
right? Could you really 
ever buy an amazing 
outfit (which is quite 
a subjective term) for 
under $20? That’s 
what Jillian and I set 

out to fi nd out one Sun-
day in October.
We decided to go to Good-

will with “only $20 in our 
pocket(s)” to see who could 
come up with the nicest or cra-

ziest or cheapest outfi t.
As we cruised on in to the 

Robesonia Goodwill after be-
ing nearly flattened by a car, 
Jillian immediately appeared 
overwhelmed by the racks of 

clothes.
“I don’t know what I’m doing, man,” she said.
“Buying clothes,” I off ered helpfully.
My fellow intern clearly feared losing our little 

competition. She’s spent more time hunting for 
game than hunting for bargains, and I can see 
how the rainbow racks of clothing could quickly 
become overwhelming. I tried to help her out, but 
unsurprisingly, as with most women receiving 
men’s clothing suggestions, I received the follow-
ing responses:

“Ew,” “Ugh,” “That’s not my style,” “Seriously?”
Awkward silence.
My suggestions were actually good, though ad-

mittedly not her style, and I realized this was a 
mountain she’d have to climb on her own. I went 
off  to the men’s section to assemble my outfi t.

It didn’t take long for me to find the perfect 
items: a seemingly-new blue Lands’ End shirt, a 
cool gray Izod suit that also appeared almost-new, 
and a polo shirt.

I checked on the stubborn Jillian, who was, 
shockingly, still stubborn. I was essentially done, 
so my only remaining course of action was to con-
tinue to help her out.

She struck up a conversation with a teen couple 
in the store, explaining our task. She would later 
inadvertently cut in front of them in the line for 
the fi tting room.

Thankfully, her second fitting-room trip pro-
duced some results: a nice dress that she actually 
liked. We began searching the racks for some shoes, 
deciding on a pair of heels for the girl who “doesn’t 
wear heels.” On the way to the register, I found 
some great albums to give to my mom.

Ironically, we had come expecting to find a 
crazy outfi t, something that would be similar to 
the Macklemore video, but ended up selecting 
business clothing. Maybe we’ve been spending 
too much time at the offi  ce. Or maybe the whole 
pink faux fur jacket and fake leather pants thing 
just isn’t for us.

Fine. We didn’t actually see those items.
But there were a few other gems like the fraying 

Christmas sweaters adorned with saccharine teddy 
bears, the prom dresses stolen right out of 1985, and 
my personal favorite: A long, black, old trench coat 
formed from small patches of leather sewn together. 
I quickly looked around, hoping I wouldn’t see the 
serial killer to whom it belonged.

In the end, I wound up with the suit, the shirt, 
the albums and a polo for just under $20, while 
Jillian didn’t even break $10 for her dress and 
shoes. I still purchased more items, so I think we’ll 
call it a draw.

And while navigating the chaotic store was a 
slight challenge (which included being poked with a 
plastic pitchfork by a small child), the trip was ulti-
mately a success. We proved that even with only $20 
in your pocket, you can come out looking darned 
good. As long as you avoid the trenchcoats.

Random maybe, but thrift store fi nds 
resonate with this stylish guy

Jillian’s TagsDress - $5Shoes - $4.97
Total: $9.97

READING EAGLE: LAUREN A. LITTLE

Tag-popping experiment
Alex’s Tags

Dress shirt - $
3.50

Suit - $10

Polo shirt - $
3.50

2 albums - $2

Total
: $19


